
Traditional：Book， TV， Library， Museum， News!
Internet：Google， Wikipedia，Baidu， Diigo!
School：Arts in society， Art management, Marketing Media and Communication!
Social life: Wechat, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Weibo, Blog, Taobao, Saks, Black Friday
!
!
My personal learning environment contains four parts, the following is the details that how 
what I learned from these environment.!
!
First, I call them traditional media which includes books, TV, library, museum and news. 
When I came to USA, my learning environment has changed.  In China, I read books to 
study but not in the library, because there are not have many resources and materials in 
school’s library. Also, American museum has already an important part of culture and form 
a big system. So I can learn more things and get more information in any museum. !
!
The next part of my personal learning environment is Internet. I really rely on Internet  
seeking   information and doing some research. I realized that now, without the internet, I 
will lose the most important learning environment. For example, in my course Art in 
society, we both join a group which is called Diigo, in this group there have a lot of different 
subject that I can learning knowledge and getting inspirations from these materials and 
examples.  Google, Wikipedia and Baidu are three main research tools which  I usually 
used to research everything.!
!
Third, my personal learning environment is school. In this seamster, I choose three major 
courses which is Art in society, Art management and Marketing Media and 
Communication. In Art in society, I learned how to create the arts and how let people 
participation in the art. In Art management, I learned many manger knowledge to create an 
organization or group, how to let our organization become a real group and how to 
working, think about all the satiations and troubles.  I also interview some experts to 
learning more specific question when I create an organization. Learning more information 
from the Oregon local organization and current situation. In Marketing  Media and 
communication, that is my favorite course I learning more skills which is similar with my 
undergraduate major, I learned some programming software, like the Premiere CS4, 
Edius. But when I came to U of O, in Marketing Media and Communication,  there have a 



lot of different software like the Adobe Illustrator CC, Adobe After Effects,etc. I am 
interested in  software and want to familiar with these design software.!
!
Last of my personal learning environment is social life. The social media on the internet is 
fourth part of my personal learning environment which I usually use.  In China, I use 
Wechat, Renren, Microblog to contact with others. When I study in America, the 
communication tools are changed.  All my classmates use the Facebook and Twitter, But 
in China it is limited to use, so every social media tools have a Chinese version, Facebook, 
Chinese version Facebook Renren, Twitter, Chinese version twitter Sina Microblog. Since I 
came to Oregon, those tools play an important role, because I want to talking with my 
family and friends which is at home. These social media tools also can let me making new 
friends.


